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Urban transport scenario in
Indian cities
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Urban transport scenario in
Indian cities
• Rapid urbanization; more and
bigger cities and urban sprawls
• Lack of integrated land use and
transport planning
• Rapid motorization
• Declining shares of public and
non-motorized transport
• Increase in use of petroleum
products and implications for
energy security
• Increasing emissions- criteria and
CO2
• Increasing transport-related
morbidity and mortality
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Source: Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, Government of
India (Various Years)

Unprecedented growth in the number
of personal vehicles
• Number of cars and two-wheelers added to Indian roads in
the last decade (2001-2009) higher as compared to cars and
two-wheelers added in five decades (1951-2000)
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Source: Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, Government of
India (Various Years)

Concentration of personal vehicles in
metropolitan cities
• Significant share of the cars and two-wheelers concentrated in just
22 cities having a population of over 1 million
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Source: Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, Government of
India (2009)

Other key challenges
• Public transport share in cities having a population of more than
0.8 million declining
• 59.7% to 78.7% in 1994
• 35.2% to 54.0% in 2007

• Lack of infrastructure for non-motorized transport users
• Increasing trip lengths due to the horizontal expansion of cities
• Congestion problems - average journey speed on major corridors
in large cities about 17 kmph

Urgent action needed to make the
transport sector sustainable
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Sustainable mobility
Sustainability of transport system implies that every individual or
commuter category in the city is able to fulfill his or her mobility
needs in a quick, affordable, safe, reliable, comfortable, energy
efficient and environmentally benign manner (TERI, 2009)

Ensures:

Reduces:

Needs robust:

Access
Equity
Safety and security
Reliability

Emissions/pollution
Costs
Fuel and resource use
Travel time

Planning
Institutions
Investments
Monitoring
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Why urban transport systems should be
sustainable?
Because we are
witnessing
undesirable trends:

That are leading to:

• Inequity
• Congestion
• Rapid motorization and
• Accidents
exponential growth
of
Sustainable
transport
systems arrest/avoid
such trends
personal
transport
• Pollution
and
reduce negative impacts
of transport
• Declining share of public
• GHG emissions
transport and NMT
• Lack of integrated land use
• Energy security
and transport planning
issues
• Increasing dependence on
fossil fuels
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Urban mobility plans- need to promote
sustainability
City mobility plans:
• Long term plans

• Guide/decide future growth of transport sector
Can be an important tool to promote sustainability
of transport systems in cities
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Sustainable urban mobility plan
A sustainable urban mobility plan is
a strategic plan designed to satisfy
the mobility needs of people and
businesses in cities and their
surroundings for a better quality of
life. It builds on existing planning
practices and takes due
consideration of integration,
participation, evaluation, and
SUSTAINABILITY principles.
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Definition adapted from Guidelines for Developing and Implementing a
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (2011)

Sustainable urban mobility plan promotes
‘SUSTAINABILITY’ intentionally
And has different approach as compared to
conventional planning processes…

It is PROACTIVE, not reactive
- Envisions a future
(sustainable transport)
- Shapes the demand
- Develops strategies to
realize the vision
- Meets NEEDS OF ALL –
optimally, equitably and in
environmental friendly
manner

- Reacts to demand (present
and expected in future)
- Augments supply to meet
demand
- Problem-solving approach

But Demand is always the
WINNER… always more
than supply
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Sustainable urban mobility plan
would aim to:
Ensure integrated urban development

Ensure accessibility to all
Improve safety and security
Reduce environmental and health impacts
Improve the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of transportation

Contribute to enhancing the quality of life, urban environment, and design
Ensure involvement of people
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Ensure ‘mobility vision’ helps achieve ‘city vision’

Methodology

Follow sustainability principles –
driver of all decisions

Status analysis and baseline
scenario

Participatory approach

Vision, objectives and targets

Integrated approach

Selection of policies and measures

Measurable targets

Assignment of responsibilities and
resources

Account wider societal costs and
benefits

Arrangements for monitoring and
evaluation

Involvement of public in all stages

Approach
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Preparation of mobility plans in India:
Background
• National Urban Transport Policy (NUTP) announced
by Ministry of Urban Development in 2006
• Policy focuses on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinated planning for urban transport
Integrated land use & transport planning
People focused & equitable allocation of road space
Investments in public transport & non motorized modes
Establishing regulatory mechanisms for a level playing field
Innovative financing methods to raise resources
Promoting intelligent transport systems (ITS), cleaner fuel & vehicle
technologies for cities
• Projects to demonstrate best practices in sustainable transport
• Building capacity to plan for sustainable urban transport
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Preparation of mobility plans in India:
Background
• JNNURM launched in 2005
• 65 cities have prepared City Development
Plans (CDPs)
• Mission makes conditional upon cities to come
up with a Comprehensive Mobility Plan (CMP)
consistent with NUTP
• Many Mission cities and other cities are also
preparing Comprehensive Traffic and
Transportation Plans/ Studies

• 53 cities have drawn up/are drawing up
CMPs/CTTPs
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Review of CMPs for Indian cities
‘CMPs will be the tools to guide the future growth of transport in
cities and funding of transport projects’
‘CMPs should help cities achieve sustainable mobility goals’

• Government of India had issued guidelines and a CMP
preparation toolkit to guide formulation of CMPs
• Guidelines and toolkit outline the technical process, but do
not ensure inclusion of sustainable mobility elements in the
Plans
• Hypothesis - Cities may adopt a technically sound approach
but may not necessarily promote sustainable mobility
through CMP
• CMPs of five cities reviewed to evaluate the hypotehsis
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Framework to review the CMPs
FOCUS
• Do CMPs promote all sustainable mobility
parameters?
• Are right kinds of projects identified in the plans to
ensure implementation of sustainable mobility
strategies, if any?
• Does the fund allocation for projects prioritize/ensure
adequate fund allocation for sustainable mobility
projects?
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Framework to review the CMPs
1. Evaluating the process of preparation of CMP



Technical approach
Consultative approach

2. Evaluating the contents of the CMP
Access and equity (for ALL commuter categories)




Physical access – availability, adequacy and quality of transport
services/infrastructure
Financial access – affordability of transport services
Integrated land use and transport development and promoting balanced
regional growth, in line with regional development strategies

Safety and security



Is designed/planned/developed in a manner that reduces road accidents
and improves road safety, and
Ensures security of women, the disabled, elderly, children, vehicles etc.
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Framework to review the CMPs
Environmental friendliness and low energy use
Reduces overall fossil energy consumption, which in turn will reduce emissions
of criteria pollutants and greenhouse gases
 Reduces noise pollution and other pollution such as water and land pollution
 Does not cause habitat loss/local ecosystem destruction due to
construction/operations


o

Promotes mass transport

o

Promotes NMT

o

Promotes effective traffic demand management principles and systems

o

Promotes use of clean alternative fuels like electricity from clean/renewable
sources in public, private and IPT vehicles

o

Promotes efficient freight movement

Translation of plan recommendations into specific projects
was also evaluated along with evaluation of budget
allocation for the identified projects
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Framework to review the CMPs
3. Evaluating the implementation mechanism proposed in the
CMP
 Prioritization of actions
 Targets set to be achieved
 Indicators to measure performance of plan
implementation
 Strategies to finance the projects
 Institutional arrangements – formation of Unified
Metropolitan Transport Authorities (UMTA)
 Capacity building
 Review and updating the plan periodically
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CMPs reviewed
CMPs selected on the basis of
criteria like:
•
•
•
•
•
•

population size of cities,
geographical location,
principle economic activity,
urban form,
type of public transport,
urban transport characteristics,
etc.

Selected CMPs - Surat, Kochi,
Jaipur, Kolkata, Pune
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CMPs reviewed
Urban area

Population* (in 2001)

Public transit characteristics

Kolkata

13.2 million

Road, rail and water based mass transit
systems; PT share- Buses- 45%, Rail and
ferries- 16%

Pune

3.8 million

Bus-based public transit system; PT share18%

Surat

2.8 million

No city public transit service till 2007; city bus
services introduced in 2007

Jaipur

2.3 million

Bus-based transit system operated by public
and private operators; PT share- 26%

Kochi

1.4 million

Buses and ferries operated by private
operators; PT share- Buses- 72%, Ferries- 10%
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Typical gaps
Common gaps appear in planning process and plan contents
Planning process
•

Inadequate stakeholder engagement

•

Gaps in translation of plan recommendations into specific

projects
•

Lack of clarity on formal linkages of CMP with other city plans

like Master Plan and CDP
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Typical gaps
NMT
• Lack of recommendations on provision of supporting
facilities for NMT users
• Lack of recommendations on integration of
hawkers/informal sector in NMT/road proposals
• No suggestions on establishment of NMT cells
Security
• None of the plans suggest any measures to improve
security of transport system users
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Typical gaps
Access
• Most of the Plans ignore promotion of universal accessibility
• Lack of proposals on running differential transit services
Public transport
• Lack of proposals to improve quality of public transit services
• Lack of projects to improve accessibility of public transit
terminals
• Lack of measures to promote integration of IPT with public
transport
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Typical gaps
Environment
• Lack of recommendations to improve environmental quality clean fuels, maintenance regime for in-use vehicles, reducing
air/noise/ water pollution
Land use transport integration
• Lack clear strategy to implement proposed transit oriented
designs
Freight
• Freight proposals limited to construction of bypasses and
shifting of economic activities to city peripheries
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Typical gaps
Traffic demand management
• Lack of detailed parking policy/management plan
• Lack of innovative solutions to restrain transport demand of
private vehicles
Implementation
• Lack of clear implementation strategy
• Lack of a well defined framework of targets and performance
indicators
• Lack of identification of capacity building requirements
• Lack of recommendations to establish a mechanism for
periodic revision and updating Plan
• No proper communication strategy to build public support for
projects to be implemented
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Recommendations
Need a robust guiding framework for CMP
preparation & evaluation
Framework/guidebook should be developed to guide the preparation of
‘Sustainable Mobility Plans’


Should include all sustainable mobility parameters and guidance on how
cities should incorporate these parameters as strategies and actions



Should describe the ideal Plan preparation process – participatory approach,
ownership by citizens, including social and environmental considerations in
technical approach

Framework could be used by the approving agencies to evaluate whether a
robust planning process has been adopted and whether all sustainable mobility
parameters have been addressed in the Plan
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Recommendations
Need a robust institutional framework for CMP
preparation & implementation









Policy encourages establishment of Unified Metropolitan Transport
Authorities (UMTAs) in all million-plus cities
Operationalization of UMTAs in million-plus cities has faced several problems
like
 empowerment of UMTA and
 its relationship with the city government, planning bodies, state
government, etc.
Issues not fully and satisfactorily addressed till now
Most of the Plans reviewed in this study recommend formation of unified
transport bodies
While some plans give some indication on the structure and functions of the
body, the others don’t detail out the same
Need to establish unified bodies - address the concerns related to legal backing,
structure, powers, functions and flow of funds
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Proposed plan preparation, implementation
and monitoring process
 Formulate a city vision consistent with city’s CDP,
Master Plan and sustainable mobility objectives

 Follow the framework/guidelines for CMP
preparation and ensure inclusion of all
sustainable mobility parameters
 Ensure compliance with other plans
 Lay down a clear implementation strategy with
timelines and prioritization of activities
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Conclusions
 Only a few cities are preparing their city mobility plans
 Important to encourage and incentivise cities with
more than 0.5 million population to draw up sound
mobility plans
 CMPs should the tools to delineate the path towards
achieving the goal of sustainable transport in cities
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Thank You
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